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Exam Board: IB Level: IB Subject: Chemistry First Teaching: September 2014 First Exam: Summer 2016 Stretch your students to achieve
their best grade with these year round course companions; providing clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements and topics,
and practice questions to support and strengthen learning. - Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of exam practice
questions and concise and accessible revision notes - Practise exam technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to
tackle questions - Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** IB Chemistry (SL and HL) Examination Secrets helps you ace the International Baccalaureate Diploma
Programme, without weeks and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive IB Chemistry (SL and HL) Examination Secrets study guide
is written by our exam experts, who painstakingly researched every topic and concept that you need to know to ace your test. Our original
research reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to increase your exam score more than you've ever imagined. IB Chemistry (SL
and HL) Examination Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to IB Test Success: Time is Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork,
Practice Smarter, Not Harder, Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy review including: Make
Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate
Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes, Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New Information, Time
Management, Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work, Beware of Directly Quoted Answers,
Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer Choice Families; Along with a complete, in-depth study guide for your specific IB test, and much more...
Fully comprehensive coverage of the 2007 syllabus at SL and HL, this user-friendly guide effectively reinforces all the key concepts and
supports the highest achievement in assessment. With in-built support for the internal assessment, it will build confident and cement
understanding.
Chemistry for the IB Diploma, Second edition, covers in full the requirements of the IB syllabus for Chemistry for first examination in 2016.
This digital version of Chemistry for the IB Diploma Coursebook, Second edition, comprehensively covers all the knowledge and skills
students need during the Chemistry IB Diploma course, for first examination in 2016, in a reflowable format, adapting to any screen size or
device. Written by renowned experts in Chemistry teaching, the text is written in an accessible style with international learners in mind. Selfassessment questions allow learners to track their progress, and exam-style questions help learners to prepare thoroughly for their
examinations. Answers to all the questions from within the Coursebook are provided.
Comprehensive coverage of all the essential material for the 2007 syllabus in one user-friendly guide. Written by an experienced IB teacher
and exactly mapped to the syllabus, it supports excellence in assessment. Past exam questions noticeably build confidence, and the focused
approach distinctly strengthens comprehension.
Based on principles of cognitive science, this three-step approach to effective revision combines knowledge, retrieval and interleaving, and
extensive exam-style practice to help students master knowledge and skills for GCSE success. UK schools save 50% off the RRP! Discount
will be automatically applied when you order on your school account.
The only DP Biology resource developed with the IB to accurately match the new 2014 syllabus for both SL and HL, this completely revised
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edition gives you unparallelled support for the new concept-based approach to learning, the Nature of science.. Understanding, applications
and skills are integrated in every topic, alongside TOK links and real-world connections to drive inquiry and independent learning.
Assessment support directly from the IB includes practice questions and worked examples in each topic, along with focused support for the
Internal Assessment. Truly aligned with the IB philosophy, this Course Book gives unrivalled insight and support at every stage. ·Accurately
cover the new syllabus - the most comprehensive match, with support directly from the IB on the core, AHL and all the options ·Fully integrate
the new concept-based approach, holistically addressing understanding, applications, skills and the Nature of science ·Tangibly build
assessment potential with assessment support str
This concise guide provides the content needed for the Chemistry IB diploma at both Standard and Higher Level. It follows the structure of
the IB Programme exactly and includes all the options. Each topic is presented on its own page for clarity, Higher Level material is clearly
indicated, and there are plenty of practice questions. The text is written with an awareness that English might not be the reader's first
language

Written by an experienced teacher, this concise and trusted revision guide has now been updated. It includes everything students
of all abilities need to build their exam confidence. Dedicated vocabulary exercises are included to support EAL students.
Aim for the best Internal Assessment grade with this year-round companion, full of advice and guidance from an experienced IB
Diploma Chemistry teacher. - Build your skills for the Individual Investigation with prescribed practicals supported by detailed
examiner advice, expert tips and common mistakes to avoid. - Improve your confidence by analysing and practicing the practical
skills required, with comprehension checks throughout. - Prepare for the Internal Assessment report through exemplars, worked
answers and commentary. - Navigate the IB requirements with clear, concise explanations including advice on assessment
objectives and rules on academic honesty. - Develop fully rounded and responsible learning with explicit reference to the IB
learner profile and ATLs.
Driving an active approach to learning, this second edition was developed with the IB and most closely embodies the IB way of
teaching. New digital material is loaded with hands-on activities to extend active inquiry, and the most thorough assessment
preparation is included, with built-in guidance straight from the IB.
The OCR A Level Chemistry A Revision Guide provides comprehensive, specification-matched content, packed with engaging
revision and practice material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to test your knowledge and
skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB Prepared: Chemistry has been developed directly with the IB to provide
the most up-to-date, authentic and authoritative guidance on DP assessment.
This new Study Guide has been written to meet the needs of students taking the IB Diploma Programme in Psychology. Concepts
are precisely described, higher level material is integrated and all the options are covered. Students can use this book as a
revision and practice guide for the exam and for reinforcing concepts throughout the course.
Our bestselling IB study guide has been updated to meet the needs of students taking the IB Diploma Programme chemistry from
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2007. It is highly illustrated and concepts are precisely and clearly described. Higher level material is clearly indicated and all new
option material is covered. Students can use this book not only as a revision and practice guide for the exam but for learning and
reinforcing concepts throughout the course. New edition available now - ISBN 978-0-19-839002-2
This comprehensive Study Guide reinforces all the key concepts for the 2014 syllabus, ensuring students develop a clear
understanding of all the crucial topics at SL and HL. Breaking concepts down into manageable sections and with diagrams and
illustrations to cement understanding, exampreparation material is integrated to build student confidence and assessment
potential. Directly linked to the Oxford Biology Course Book to extend and sharpen comprehension, this book supports maximum
achievement in the course and assessment.About the series:Reinforce student understanding of all the crucial subject material.
Fully comprehensive and matched to the most recent syllabuses, these resources provide focused review of all important
concepts, tangibly strengthening assessment potential.

The most comprehensive match to the new 2014 Chemistry syllabus, this completely revised edition gives you unrivalled
support for the new concept-based approach, the Nature of science. The only DP Chemistry resource that includes
support directly from the IB, focused exam practice, TOK links and real-life applications drive achievement.
Ensure students can aim for their best grade with the help of accurate and accessible notes, expert advice, and examstyle questions on each key topic. - Builds revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed expert advice Covers all the knowledge with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus requirements and topics - Demonstrates
what is required to get the best grades with tips, sample questions and model answers Answers are free online at
www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras
This comprehensive and engaging text, developed in cooperation with the IB, follows the new curriculum for first
assessment in 2022. With accessible, engaging lessons students will actively relate economics to real-world issues and
the global economy. The international examples and case studies encourage students to analyse economics in terms of
present-day challenges and concerns. Conceptual links are provided to help students understand the over-arching big
questions that relate economics to the multi-faceted challenges of the world economy including how it works and
changes over time. Through inquiry-based tasks and links to TOK and ATL activities students will gain a deep
understanding of economics. Practice activities will develops the skills required to succeed in the IB assessment
including exam-style questions and data response questions. Clear explanations will help students achieve assessment
success. About the Series: Oxford's IB Diploma Course Books are essential resource materials designed in cooperation
with the IB to provide students with extra support through their IB studies. Course Books provide advice and guidance on
specific course assessment requirements, mirroring the IB philosophy and providing opportunities for critical thinking.
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This comprehensive Study Guide reinforces all the key concepts for the 2014 syllabus, ensuring students develop a clear
understanding of all the crucial topics at SL and HL. Breaking concepts down into manageable sections and with
diagrams and illustrations to cement understanding, exam preparation material is integrated to build student confidence
and assessment potential. Directly linked to the Oxford Biology Course Book to extend and sharpen comprehension, this
book supports maximum achievement in the course and assessment. ·Fully comprehensive and matched to the new
2014 syllabus ·Concise and focused approach simplifies complex ideas, building truly confident understanding ·Clear and
explanatory style uses plenty of visuals to make each concept accessible, easing comprehension ·Build a strong
foundation of assessment skills, strengthening potential with integrated exam questions ·Develop assessment
confidence, drawing on thorough assessment support and advice ·Clear and straightforward language
Closely supporting the Biology course book, this comprehensive study guide effectively reinforces all the key concepts for
the 2007 syllabus at SL and HL. Packed with detailed assessment guidance, it supports the highest achievement in
exams.
Completely revised new editions of the market-leading Chemistry textbooks for HL and SL, written for the new 2014
Science IB Diploma curriculum. Now with an accompanying four-year student access to an enhanced eText, containing
simulations, animations, quizzes, worked solutions, videos and much more. The enhanced eText is also available to buy
separately and works on desktops and tablets - click here to watch a video to learn more. Follows the organizational
structure of the new Chemistry guide, with a focus on the Essential Ideas, Understanding, Applications & Skills for
complete syllabus-matching. Written by the highly experienced IB author team of Catrin Brown and Mike Ford, with
additional e-features by Richard Thornley and David Moore, you can be confident that you and your students have all the
resources you will need for the new Chemistry curriculum. Features: Nature of Science and ToK boxes throughout the
text ensure an embedding of these core considerations and promote concept-based learning. Applications of the subject
through everyday examples are described in utilization boxes, as well as brief descriptions of related industries, to help
highlight the relevance and context of what is being learned. Differentiation is offered in the Challenge Yourself exercises
and activities, along with guidance and support for laboratory work on the page and online. Exam-style assessment
opportunities are provided from real past papers, along with hints for success in the exams, and guidance on how to
avoid common pitfalls. Clear links are made to the Learner profile and the IB core values. Table of Contents:
Stoichiometric Relationships Atomic Structure Periodicity Chemical Bonding and Structure Energistics/Thermochemistry
Chemical Kinetics Equilibrium Acids and Bases Redox Processes Organic Chemistry Measurement and Data Processing
Option A: Materials Option B: Biochemistry Option C: Energy Option D: Medicinal Chemistry
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IB Prepared resources are developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and authoritative
guidance on DP assessment. IB Prepared: Physics combines a concise review of course content with strategic guidance,
past paper material and exam-style practice opportunities,allowing learners to consolidate the knowledge and skills that
are essential to success.
Provide clear guidance to the 2014 changes and ensure in-depth study with accessible content, directly mapped to the
new syllabus and approach to learning This second edition of the highly-regarded first edition contains all SL and HL
content, which is clearly identified throughout. Options are available free online, along with appendices and data and
statistics. - Improve exam performance, with exam-style questions, including from past papers - Integrate Theory of
Knowledge into your lessons and provide opportunities for cross-curriculum study - Stretch more able students with
extension activities - The shift to concept-based approach to learning , Nature of Science, is covered by providing a
framework for the course with points for discussion - Key skills and experiments included - Full digital package - offered
in a variety of formats so that you can deliver the course just how you like!
Chemistry for the IB Diploma, Second edition, covers in full the requirements of the IB syllabus for Chemistry for first
examination in 2016.
Comprehensively updated to match the new DP Psychology syllabus, for first teaching September 2017, the second
edition of this assessment-focused study tool presents all the key concepts covered at Standard and Higher Level,
building learners' confidence and promoting long-term achievement in examinations. Key concepts are broken down into
manageable segments as part of a concise, accessible format, reinforcing understanding and facilitating effective
revision. Rigorous extension material provides opportunities for learners to be stretched, whilst clear, straightforward
language and visual aids support EAL learners.
The most comprehensive coverage of the new 2014 syllabus for both SL and HL, this completely revised edition gives
you unrivalled support for the new concept-based approach to learning, the Nature of Science. The only DP Biology
resource that includes support straight from the IB, integrated exam work helps you maximize achievement.
The most comprehensive coverage of the 2014 syllabus, this resource pack includes a print and online Chemistry Course
Book, for fully flexible learning. Giving you unparalleled support for the new concept-based approach to learning, the
Nature of science, understanding, applications and skills are integrated in every topic, alongside TOK to drive inquiry and
independent learning. Assessment support directly from the IB includes practice questions and worked examples in each
topic, along with focused support for both the Internal Assessment and Extended Essay. Truly aligned with the IB
philosophy, this Course Book gives unrivalled insight and support at every stage. · Pack includes Course Book in print
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and fully online format, for the most flexible support · Accurately cover the new syllabus - the most comprehensive match,
with support directly from the IB on the core, AHL and all the options · Fully integrate the new concept-based approach,
holistically addressing understanding, applications, skills and the · Nature of science · Tangibly build assessment
confidence with assessment support straight from the IB · Build confidence - data-based questions and focused practice
support exceptional achievement · Written by co-authors of the new syllabus and leading IB workshop leaders · Online
Course Book includes multiplatform access, compatible with PCs, Macs, iPads, tablets and more · Online Course Book
normally accessible for seven years from syllabus release date, to be used by a single student or teacher · Supported by
a fully comprehensive and updated Study Guide About the Series: Oxford's IB Diploma Course Books are essential
resource materials designed in cooperation with the IB to provide students with extra support through their IB studies.
Course Books provide advice and guidance on specific course assessment requirements, mirroring the IB philosophy
and providing opportunities for critical thinking.
This comprehensive Study Guide reinforces all the key concepts for the 2014 syllabus, ensuring students develop a clear
understanding of all the crucial topics at SL and HL. Breaking concepts down into manageable sections and with
diagrams and illustrations to cement understanding, exampreparation material is integrated to build student confidence
and assessment potential. Directly linked to the new Oxford Chemistry Course Book to extend and sharpen
comprehension, this book supports maximum achievement in the course and assessment.About the series:Reinforce
student understanding of all the crucial subject material. Fully comprehensive and matched to the most recent
syllabuses, these resources provide focused review of all important concepts, tangibly strengthening assessment
potential.
Chemistry for the IB Diploma, Second edition, covers in full the requirements of the IB syllabus for Chemistry for first
examination in 2016. This workbook is specifically for the IB Chemistry syllabus, for examination from 2016. The
Chemistry for the IB Diploma Workbook contains straightforward chapters that build learning in a gradual way, first
outlining key terms and then providing students with plenty of practice questions to apply their knowledge. Each chapter
concludes with exam-style questions. This structured approach reinforces learning and actively builds students'
confidence using key scientific skills - handling data, evaluating information and problem solving. This helps empower
students to become confident and independent learners. Answers to all of the questions are on the CD-ROM.
This course book follows an approach that supports the new 2007 syllabus (to be first examined in 2009) while including
the wider aims of the IB through connections to TOK, international-mindedness and the IB learner profile. It has been
written by a former chief examiner for IB Diploma Programme Biology and has been extensively reviewed by teachers,
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consultants and the IB. With features and activities that encourage active learning and critical thinking, students will find
this book stimulating and engaging.
An authorised reissue of the long out of print classic textbook, Advanced Calculus by the late Dr Lynn Loomis and Dr
Shlomo Sternberg both of Harvard University has been a revered but hard to find textbook for the advanced calculus
course for decades. This book is based on an honors course in advanced calculus that the authors gave in the 1960's.
The foundational material, presented in the unstarred sections of Chapters 1 through 11, was normally covered, but
different applications of this basic material were stressed from year to year, and the book therefore contains more
material than was covered in any one year. It can accordingly be used (with omissions) as a text for a year's course in
advanced calculus, or as a text for a three-semester introduction to analysis. The prerequisites are a good grounding in
the calculus of one variable from a mathematically rigorous point of view, together with some acquaintance with linear
algebra. The reader should be familiar with limit and continuity type arguments and have a certain amount of
mathematical sophistication. As possible introductory texts, we mention Differential and Integral Calculus by R Courant,
Calculus by T Apostol, Calculus by M Spivak, and Pure Mathematics by G Hardy. The reader should also have some
experience with partial derivatives. In overall plan the book divides roughly into a first half which develops the calculus
(principally the differential calculus) in the setting of normed vector spaces, and a second half which deals with the
calculus of differentiable manifolds.
Developed in collaboration with the International Baccalaureate Organization, Oxford's Course Companions provide extra
support for students taking IB Diploma Programme courses. They present a whole-course approach with a wide range of
resources, and encourage a deep understanding of each subject by making connections to wider issues and providing
opportunites for critical thinking. It has been written by a principal examiner for the IB Diploma Program Chemistry and
has been extensively reviewed by teachers, consultants and the IBO. With material integrated to include international and
historical perspectives, students are encouraged to think critically and make connections to other subjects and to world
issues. Includes material for cross curricular connections to help students think critically about science and consider its
evolution, full coverage of the core and AHL as well as selective coverage of the Options, provides a wealth of
illustrations to help explain difficult concepts, material for CAS and the extended essay as well as examination questions
included for critical thinking, examination practice and reinforcement of concepts learned.
This comprehensive Study Guide reinforces all the key concepts for the 2014 syllabus, ensuring students develop a clear
understanding of all the crucial topics at SL and HL. Breaking concepts down into manageable sections and with
diagrams and illustrations to cement understanding, exam preparation material is integrated to build student confidence
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and assessment potential. Directly linked to the new Oxford Chemistry Course Book to extend and sharpen
comprehension, this book supports maximum achievement in the course and assessment. ·Fully comprehensive and
matched to the new 2014 syllabus ·Concise and focused approach simplifies complex ideas, building truly confident
understanding ·Clear and explanatory style uses plenty of visuals to make each concept accessible, easing
comprehension ·Build a strong foundation of assessment skills, strengthening potential with integrated exam questions
·Develop assessment confidence, drawing on thorough assessment support and advice ·Clear and straightforward lan
Drive critical, engaged learning and advanced skills development. Enabling comprehensive, rounded understanding, the
student-centred approach actively develops the sophisticated skills key to performance in Paper 2. Developed directly
with the IB for the 2015 syllabus, this Course Book fully supports the new comparative approach to learning. - Cover the
new syllabus in the right level of depth, with rich, thorough subject content - Developed directly the with IB, with the most
comprehensive support for the new syllabus with complete support for the comparative approach - Truly engage learners
with topical, relevant material that convincingly connects learning with the modern, global world - Streamline your
planning, with a clear and thorough structure helping you logically progress through the syllabus - Build the advancedlevel skills learners need for Paper 2, with the student-led approach driving active skills development and strengthening
exam performance -Integrate Approaches to learning with ATLs like thinking, communication, research and social skills
built directly into learning - Help learners think critically about improving performance with extensive examiner insight and
samples based on the latest exam format - Build an advanced level, thematic understanding with fully integrated Global
Contexts, Key Concepts and TOK - Also available as an Online Course Book
Revision notes for IB Chemistry Diploma. This book includes all the facts required by the IB Organisation Course for
Chemistry as well as fully-worked examples. Ideal for use as a summary and preparation for examinations.
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